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Hugs: 'The Love Drug’ - 
Sophia Menashe  

You might not expect that a hug can have such a positive effect on 
you. Hugs are extremely important. You should have at least eight hugs 
a day for maintenance and an additional twelve hugs for growth. They 
make you way happier, can reduce your blood pressure, and help with 
your cholesterol. If you hug for over twenty seconds, a hormone called 
oxytocin (known as the “love drug”) is released. This chemical calms 
you down and gives you positive emotions; it also allows you to trust 
people more. Our bodies benefit from getting hugs, so don’t forget 
that hugs are very important! Make sure to hug many people today!

Hurricane Season Preparation 
- Asher Danielson 

Hurricane Dorian caused a massive amount of damage in the 
Bahamas, Florida, North and 
South Carolina, and Georgia. 
Now, Hurricane Karen and 
Hurricane Jerry are on their 
way. How will people prepare 
for them after being hit by one 
of the strongest hurricanes in 
history?

On a small island in 
North Carolina, a small 
tsunami created by Dorian 
drowned 28 horses. Hundreds 
of people are still missing and 
63 are dead in its wake.The 
hurricane has caused $7.5 
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billion in damage.
Every year, thousands of people prepare for the upcoming storms 

by boarding up their windows, having generators ready, and buying tons 
of food and supplies. There are also many evacuation routes in place, and 
citizens are told to stay on top of the news. Other measures people take 
include checking insurance coverage and making multiple copies of 
important documents.

Annually, there is a great amount of damage done by hurricanes. 
Homes on the southeastern coast of the U.S. are especially at risk 
because of storm surges—large and very powerful waves created by 
hurricane winds. Storm surges can completely destroy homes on the 
beach, so they are often built with reinforcements to protect them 
during hurricane season. The Congressional Budget Office estimates 
that hurricane damage costs the government $28,000,000,000 annually.

You Won't Catch a Woolly 
Mammoth in 
the Bible and 
Here’s Why -  
Colin Zoffel  
One theory is that during biblical 

times, there weren’t names for most 
of these beasts. The Bible does mention leviathans, which are large 
water beasts, and behemoths, which are large land animals. Perhaps 
either one of those is referring to a woolly mammoth. There are also 
references to demons, horrors, and evil gods that were enormous and 
had a massive amount of power. They were held in a kind of mystic aura 
because they were so rare and scarcely talked about. Could those have 
been woolly mammoths? 

Another theory is that the woolly mammoths were located in the 
cold parts of the world, the very secluded corners of the earth where 
humans did not go. A final theory is that woolly mammoths died off with 
the Ice Age, leaving 2.6 million years prior to the writing of the Bible.

Fun Fact ~ On a daily basis, people are more 
scared of spiders than death. 
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Michael Beso 
My name is Michael, and I am a 
sophomore at Seattle 
Lutheran. There’s not all that 
much one could say about me, 
I’m pretty unremarkable, but I 
guess there are some things 
about me that are of note. I just 
transferred in from Chief 
Sealth, making this my first 
year here. I’m very interested 
in fitness, but I don’t play any 
sports. I am decent at 
competitive games (peaked 
4286 in Overwatch), and 
currently playing a lot of World 
of Tanks. 

Carsen Broga  
Carsen is a junior at Seattle 
Lutheran. She enjoys 
cheerleading and playing 
volleyball, and she is the 
captain of the cheer squad. 
She also likes baking and 
paddle boarding. Carsen’s 
favorite TV show is The Office, 
but Grey’s Anatomy is a close 
second. She loves traveling 
and has been to Italy, Iceland, 
and Hawaii.  
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Should You Care About Where 
Your Clothes Come From? - 
Carsen Broga 

Fast fashion is detrimental to both the environment and the 
human race. Oxford 
Dictionary defines 
fast fashion as 
“inexpensive clothing 
produced rapidly by 
mass-market retailers 
in response to the 
latest trends.” Major 
brands such as Forever 
21, Zara, and H&M 
produce their clothes in a way that is 
unsafe for their workers. 

Factory workers are often single mothers and continue to work in 
such dreadful conditions to support a better future for their children. A 
factory in Bangladesh that produced goods for Walmart and Children’s 
Place collapsed in 2013 after managers ignored an evacuation order, and 
1,129 workers were killed. Workers are often exposed to harmful 
chemicals that damage eyesight and the respiratory system. Fashion is 
also the second-most polluting industry in the world. 

  Although supporting fast fashion brands is sometimes impossible 
to avoid, you can do many things to work against them, such as buying 
from ethical clothing brands. These clothes are handmade in the country 
you live in, and are made with sustainable materials often derived from 
natural materials. One issue is that these clothes are pricy, so a great way 
to find sustainable clothing options is shopping at thrift stores. Thrift 
and secondhand stores have just as many original selections as fast 
fashion brands yet have a lower price, along with the fact that they are 
often local businesses.

Climate Strike - Emma Freeman 
Friday, September 20, was the largest global climate strike to date. 

Over 4 million people worldwide participated, and in Seattle, I got to be 
part of the ten thousand people who participated. 

I had known about this strike for a couple months, but didn’t really 
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Sophia Menashe 
Hey! I’m Sophia Menashe and 
I love sports like volleyball, 
basketball, soccer, and tennis. 
I literally have no hobbies, but, 
some other things you should 
know about me are that I have 
three sisters, an annoying dog, 
and a HUGE family. Some 
people say I smile a lot and 
that I have a bubbly 
personality.  

Colin Zoffel 
Freshman and photographer.  
Over the last four years I have 
been taking photos with 
drones and standard point-
and-shoot cameras.  Besides 
photography, I like to snow 
ski, wakeboard, and play 
ultimate frisbee.  
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spread the word about it outside of social media. I wasn’t as confident about the philosophy of school 
strikes, nor in my ability advocate to my student body without wrongly influencing younger people who 
may look up to me now that I am a junior. 

My best friend Ruby went with me to the Climate Justice Fest in Cal Anderson Park, where my 
faith in the youth moment sprung up again. We attended a workshop on organizing, where a 
representative from 350 Seattle showed us common systems of exploitation in industry, how activists 
organize movements, and why protests work. Things cannot change when business as usual continues 
onward. Amazon just changed their environmental policy, thanks to a group called Amazon Employees for 
Climate Justice, who asked for these changes again and again. Walking through blocks of downtown 
streets where cars are normally jam-packed was an entirely surreal and empowering experience. We 
walked from Cal Anderson to City Hall with ten thousand people of all ages and occupations. I did not 
strike to skip school. I would rather be in class than worried if appropriate action will be taken in time. 

But feeling the presence of so many people who 
all care about our collective future was deeply 
moving and impactful. 

I had been asking myself: why strike? what 
does it accomplish? I have found it’s because the 
peaceful interruption of the daily norm, even for 
a few hours, works in creating positive change. I 
strike because every single college in Washington 
State currently invests in fossil fuels except 
Seattle University. We live in such a clean state, 
and I am so proud to call this my home, but if you 
look around, you see the salmon and orcas are 
dying and our ecosystems are in trouble. We have 
at least five ongoing fossil fuel protects—it’s 

gonna take a little more than a straw ban. 
I want clean air and water, as well as justice for climate refugees, people of color, indigenous 

communities, LGBTQ+ folks, homeless, and women. These groups are more likely to face discrimination 
and are disproportionately effected by the climate crisis due to their economic status. The more I learn 
about the history of our nation, the more I realize how deeply rooted injustice in society is, along with 
systems of mercantilism and imperialism. Everything is so deeply politicized, but at the core, science and 
history are all we need to understand the collective climate crisis. I recognize that not everyone who 
wants to strike is able to, and I would by no means want to push people out of their comfort zone or 
make them de-prioritize school or self care. 

I learned a lot about advocacy and my growing faith in humanity at the September 20 strike. I 
think it’s something people from all political backgrounds can participate in. My goal moving forward is 
to educate my community about how to create meaningful and reasonable changes in our own lives to live 
more sustainably, and how to effectively fight climate anxiety, which I think effects us all on some level. 
All members of the student body and staff are welcome to Environmental Club meetings on Mondays at 
lunch! 
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Post-Soviet Corruption  - Michael Beso

Ever since the fall of the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe has been ravaged by poverty, war, and 
lawlessness, yet there is one characteristic that seems endemic to the region when compared with other 
areas of the world: corruption. 

    Many claim that corruption in Russia and its neighboring countries proliferated during the 1990’s, a 
time of great strife for the Eastern world. The Soviet Union had just recently collapsed, creating a power 
vacuum filled by oligarchs and gangsters. The rule of law had become a moot point, with incredibly high 
percentages of the police and military forces taking bribes. With no one to stop them, gangsters and 
gopniks* ruled the streets of St. Petersburg, Moscow, and all other urban centers. In its dying breath, the 
Soviet government approved the policies of Glasnost and Perestroika, opening up Western culture to the 
general public. Many did not know how to function within a capitalist system, and lost their livelihoods in 
Ponzi schemes. 

    Russia, Ukraine, Belarus and others have since recovered in most fields. They have become open to 
Western culture, their economies have recovered, their leadership is stable (at least more so than it was 
previously), but the rampant corruption has still not been rectified. 

    A recent study by Transparency International found that many post-Soviet countries are actually 
becoming more corrupt, with Turkmenistan topping the charts at a staggering corruption rating of 20 
(see chart). Russia is no better, with a rating of 28. This contrasts poorly with the U.S. and its allies, as the 
U.S. scored 60. 

    The premiers of these nations have often stated just how hard they will fight corruption, all the 
while being commonly criticized for being part of the problem.

 *a gopnik is a stereotype of a Russian gangster: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gopnik 
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Digital Drawings - Neil Breslich
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The Reactor
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